MODEL # SEF315 COLLEGE 8 FT OFFSET FOOTBALL GOAL

End Cap/ Flag Attachment

Ground Sleeve: 8" Schedule 40 Steel tube.
Uprights: 4" x ½" wall Aluminum Tube.

Upright

The customer has to drill inner holes with the diameter of ½" and ⅜". (Using the existing pre-drilled outer holes as guides.) The pre-drilled slotted hole is designed to help level and hold the uprights/crossbar in place while the customer drills the other Inner holes.

Customer has to drill ⅜" dia inner (hex bolt) hole and ½" dia inner (spring pin) hole.

Offset/ Goose Neck

8ft offset has 96° from center of ground sleeve to end line

Customer has to drill ½" dia and ⅜" dia inner holes.

⅛" Grade 5, zinc plated hardware used in goal assembly

POWDER COATED FINISH - YELLOW OR WHITE

Poured Concrete

Ground Sleeve

Note: All dimensions in feet and inches!

For ground sleeve installation soil and water conditions need to be considered! Adequate drainage also needs to be considered! There is a drain hole in the bottom of the ground sleeve.